Large slippage and depletion layer at the polyelectrolyte/solid interface.
The slippage of polymer solutions on solid surfaces is often attributed to a depletion layer whose origin, thickness, and interaction with the flow are poorly understood. Using a Dynamic Surface Force Apparatus we report a structural and nanorheological study of the interface between hydrolyzed poly-acrylamide solutions and platinum surfaces. Polyelectrolyte chains adsorb on the surfaces in a thin charged layer, acting as a nonattractive wall for the bulk solution. We investigate the flow of the visco-elastic solution on the adsorbed layer from the nanometer to 10 micrometers, bridging microscopic to macroscopic properties. At distances larger than 200 nanometers, the flow is well described by an apparent slip boundary condition. At smaller distance the apparent slip is found to decrease with the gap. In contrast to the apparent slip model, we show that a 2-fluids model taking into account the finite thickness of depletion layers at the non-attractive wall describes accurately the dynamic forces over 4 spatial decades of confinement. Depletion layers are found to be an equilibrium property of the interface, independent on the flow and on the confinement. Their thickness is phenomenologically described by ξ + 2lD with ξ the correlation length of the semi-dilute solutions and lD the Debye length. We interpret this result in terms of screened repulsion between the charged adsorbed layer and the bulk polyions.